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 
Abstract—Centralized communication-based control is one of 
the main methods that can be implemented to achieve autonomous 
advanced energy management capabilities in DC microgrids. 
However, its major limitation is the fact that communication 
bandwidth and computation resources are limited in practical 
applications. This can be often improved by avoiding redundant 
communications and complex computations. In this paper, an 
autonomous communication-based hybrid state/event driven 
control scheme is proposed. This control scheme is hierarchical 
and heuristic, such that on the primary control level, it 
encompasses state-driven local controllers, and on the secondary 
control level, an event-driven MG centralized controller (MGCC) 
is used. This heuristic hybrid control system aims at reducing the 
communication load and complexity, processor computations, and 
consequently system cost while maintaining reliable autonomous 
operation during all possible scenarios. A mathematical model for 
the proposed control scheme using Finite State Machines (FSM) 
has been developed and used to cover all the possible modes/sub-
modes of operation, and assure seamless transitions among them 
during various events. Results of some case studies involving 
severe operational scenarios were presented and discussed. 
Results verify the validity and effectiveness of the proposed 
communication- based control scheme. 
 
Index Terms—Communication-based control, DC microgrids, 
finite state machine, hybrid state/event driven control. 
I.  NOMENCLATURE 
DC/DC bidirectional converter: 
𝐺𝑐ℎ(𝑆) Charging current controller transfer function. 




 Outer loop voltage controller transfer function. 
𝐺𝑖
𝑏𝑖(𝑆) Current controller general transfer function with FSM. 
𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑖(𝑆) Bidirectional converter local controller (LCBi) general transfer 
function with FSM. 
𝐺𝑣
𝑏𝑖(𝑆) Voltage controller general transfer function with FSM. 
𝐼𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓 Charging current reference. 
𝐼𝑐ℎ
∗  Battery measured charging current. 
𝐼𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓
 Discharging current reference. 
𝐼𝑑𝑐ℎ
∗  Measured discharging current on the DC bus side. 
𝐼𝑖𝑛
𝑏𝑖 Input current from the battery system. 
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑏𝑖  Output current to the DC bus. 
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 Reference for current control. 
I1c Battery system rated current at 1C rate of charge /discharge. 
𝐾𝑝1
𝑖 , 𝐾𝑖1
𝑖  Proportional and integral gains of the 𝐺𝑐ℎ(𝑆). 
𝐾𝑝2
𝑖 , 𝐾𝑖2
𝑖  Proportional and integral gains of the 𝐺𝑑𝑐ℎ(𝑆). 
𝐾𝑝3
𝑣 , 𝐾𝑖3
















𝑏𝑖(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable voltage control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑖(𝑆). 
𝑃𝑖1
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable charging current control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑖(𝑆). 
𝑃𝑖2
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable discharging current control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑖(𝑆). 
SSRBi Bidirectional converter solid state relay. 
𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑟𝑒𝑓
 DC bus reference voltage. 
𝑉𝐷𝐶
∗  DC bus measured voltage. 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑏𝑖  Output voltage. 
DC/DC boost converter: 
𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑜(𝑆) Boost converter local controller (LCBo) general transfer function 
with FSM. 
𝐺𝑣
𝑏𝑜(𝑆) Voltage control transfer function. 
𝐾𝑝6
𝑣 , 𝐾𝑖6
𝑣  Proportional and integral gains of 𝐺𝑣
𝑏𝑜(𝑆). 
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑇(𝑆) Maximum power point tracking algorithm transfer function. 
𝑃𝑖
𝑏𝑜(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable MPPT in 𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑜(𝑆). 
𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑜(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable voltage control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑜(𝑆). 
SSRBo Boost converter solid state relay. 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑏𝑜  Boost converter output voltage. 
DC/AC inverter: 
𝐺𝑎𝑐




 Outer loop DC voltage control transfer function with FSM. 
𝐺𝐷𝐶
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆) DC voltage control transfer function with FSM. 
𝐺𝑖𝑑
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆) d-axis current control transfer function. 
𝐺𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆) q-axis current control transfer function with FSM in the dq0-frame 
of references. 
𝐺𝑇
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆) Inverter local controller(LCInv) general transfer function with FSM. 
𝐼𝑑
∗  d-axis component of the measured AC current. 
𝐼𝑑
𝑟𝑒𝑓
 d-axis reference current for the active current controller. 
𝐼𝑞
∗ q-axis component of the measured AC current. 
𝐼𝑞
𝑟𝑒𝑓
 q-axis reference current for the reactive current controller. 
𝐾𝑝7
𝑎𝑐, 𝐾𝑖7




















 Proportional and integral gains of 𝐺𝑖𝑞
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆). 
𝑃𝑎𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable AC voltage control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆). 
𝑃𝐷𝐶
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 
enable DC voltage control in 𝐺𝑇
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆). 
𝑃𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) A function representing the summation of the sub-modes, which 





SSRGrid Solid state relay connecting the grid to the DC MG. 
SSRInv Inverter solid state relay. 
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑝ℎ
 AC bus reference RMS phase voltage. 
𝑉𝑝ℎ
∗  AC bus measured RMS phase voltage. 
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FSM transition variables: 
Bod LCBi signal representing whether the battery is being over 
discharged or not. 
ÇU Signal triggering utility control. 
ĘP Alarm signal representing whether the energy price is high or low. 
Ɽinv Solid state relay signal within the inverter zone. 
ⱤGrid Solid state relay signal within the PCC zone. 
ⱤBi Solid state relay signal within the bidirectional converter zone. 
ⱤBo Solid state relay signal within the boost converter zone. 
SAC AC agent signal reporting violations of AC bus operational limits. 
SDC  DC agent signal reporting violations of DC bus operational limits. 
SOC Battery system state of charge signaled by the LCBi. 
ts Settling time of converters PI controllers. 
Load shedding: 
𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|1 First level of AC load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|2 Second level of AC load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|1 First level of DC load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|2 Second level of DC load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|1 First level of total load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|2 Second level of total load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|3 Third level of total load shedding. 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|4 Fourth level of total load shedding. 
𝑃𝑏 Battery system available power. 
𝑃𝑐ℎ Battery system charging power. 
𝑃𝐷𝐶𝑛
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) A function representing the summation of sub-modes, which trigger 
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|𝑛, where n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
𝑃𝐷 Load demand power. 
𝑃𝑚 Safety reserve to account for solar intermittency. 
𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡2 
Solar system available power at the moment of executing 𝐿𝑆𝑇|2. 
𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡4 
Solar system available peak power within an hour interval right 
before executing 𝐿𝑆𝑇|4. 
𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑠|𝐿𝑠𝑡1 Available DC MG resources at the moment of executing 𝐿𝑆𝑇|1. 
𝑃𝐷𝐶𝑛
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) A function representing the summation of sub-modes, which trigger 
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|𝑛, where n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
II.  INTRODUCTION 
ICROGRID is a key foundational building block of 
future smart grids. It has the potential to prominently 
increase the grid resiliency in the face of natural disasters [1]-
[3]. A microgrid -according to the definitions adopted by the 
US Department of Energy and some European agencies- refers 
to a group of interconnected loads, distributed energy resources 
(DERs), and energy storage systems (ESS), which acts as a 
single controllable entity with respect to the grid. Microgrids 
connect to the main grid through one or more nodes, namely the 
points of common coupling (PCC). Depending on the grid 
availability among other conditions, a microgrid must be able 
to operate in either grid-connected or islanded mode [4], [5]. 
A microgrid can be categorized based on the voltage of its 
common bus, which links the various resources and loads into 
AC, DC, or hybrid AC/DC. Compared to DC MGs, AC ones 
are known to be less efficient since more conversion stages are 
required to link DERs and ESS, which are mostly DC [6], [7]. 
In contrast, in DC microgrids, the common bus is DC. 
Advantageously, time synchronization among microgrid assets 
is not required and power factor losses are omitted. However, 
DC microgrids impose some challenges, especially related to 
the design of effective protection systems [8]-[10]. Hybrid 
AC/DC microgrids evolved to harness the benefits of both 
topologies, especially if AC and DC sources of energy are to be 
used. Nevertheless, they require relatively complex control 
schemes [11]-[14]. This paper is focused on DC microgrids. 
DC microgrid control can be generally achieved using one 
of two approaches: (1) communication-based control; and (2) 
voltage-based droop control. The later approach is achieved by 
adding a virtual resistor to the converter’s voltage regulator, 
which enables current/power sharing. Among some other 
advantages, first and foremost, voltage-based droop control 
enables achieving autonomous control without the need for a 
communication system [15]-[19]. In this control type, the 
various microgrid resources use the DC bus voltage to signal 
load/generation mismatches; therefore, it is analogous to 
frequency droop control in AC networks. Droop control enables 
power sharing while providing active damping to the system, 
and it offers a plug and play feature since new converters can 
be seamlessly integrated to the DC bus [20], [21]. However, 
droop control has some major drawbacks. For instance, 
circulating currents between connected converters may appear 
due to minor inaccuracies and uncertainties in voltage set points 
[22]. Besides, it has a slow dynamic response and can cause 
microgrid stability degradation [23]. Most importantly, it fails 
to achieve the optimal coordinated performance of the MG. 
On the other hand, communication-based coordinated 
control, as the name implies, is based on continuous 
communication among the various microgrid resources. In this 
approach, microgrid control can be centralized, or fully 
distributed. In centralized communication-based control, all 
sensors’ data (i.e. microgrid states) are transmitted from the 
local DERs controllers to a microgrid central controller 
(MGCC) in real time. The MGCC processes the data and sends 
back control actions, and operational set points to the local 
controllers. Since the MGCC has real-time information on all 
microgrid assets and loads, optimization algorithms can be used 
to reach optimal, or near-optimal, microgrid performance. 
However, communication-based control’s reliability is mostly 
dependent on that of the communication system. Moreover, it 
is subject to single point failures.  
In distributed communication-based control, no central 
controller is required, which relatively increases the reliability. 
Local controllers communicate directly and 
coordinate/negotiate to achieve microgrid optimal control. 
Distributed communication-based control is immune to single 
point failure; however, its main limitations include complexity 
of analytical performance analysis, e.g. evaluation of 
convergence speed and stability margins in a non-ideal system 
that contains communication time delays and measurement 
errors is challenging [24]. 
Communication-based control has received considerably less 
attention than droop control in the literature since there has been 
a consensus that dependence on communication networks 
would lead to compromised reliability. In addition, utilizing 
droop control for microgrids seems more convenient since it 
builds upon our experiences with controlling the main grid. 
With advances in communication technologies (e.g. the 
transition to 5G and Internet of Things), it is envisioned that the 
smart grid of the future will consist of a myriad of microgrids 
that continuously coordinate with each other and with the main 
grid. Therefore, increased reliance on communication will 
become inevitable. While the focus of this paper is on the 
development, verification, and testing of communication-based 
controllers, we studied other essential aspects related to power 
M 
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system/communication network interdependencies, such as the 
impact of communication latency on microgrids with 
communication-based control [25], [26]. 
The flow of data and commands within the microgrid can be 
designed to be either “state driven” or “event driven.” In state-
driven control, also called time-driven control, the control 
commands are determined based on the values of the system 
state variables, which must be continuously communicated with 
the central controller. The state variable signals of the system 
to be controlled (e.g. a microgrid converter voltage and current) 
are sampled at a constant rate and then transmitted periodically. 
In contrast, event-driven controllers are triggered by externally 
generated events, where clock/continuous measurements are 
not dictating actions; rather, events trigger actions or operating 
modes. Event signals are only transmitted when certain 
conditions change, which requires smaller communication 
bandwidth compared to that of the state driven control. Event 
driven control is of importance because of its better resource 
utilization. This is due to the fact that reducing the number of 
control updates leads directly to a reduction in the number of 
bits (i.e. signals) to be transmitted and thus to a lower average 
bus load and less computational processing. Moreover, lower 
communication bus loads and computational processing also 
save energy [27], [28]. However, it should be noted that event-
driven control requires a deep understanding of the system 
understudy to increase the readiness level and avoid unexpected 
events that might lead to system debacle. Although the above 
discussion indicates that in smart grid applications (e.g. 
microgrid) it may seem logical to study and implement event-
driven controllers, their implementation is scarce. One of the 
reasons that state driven control still dominates may be due to 
the difficulty involved in developing a system theory that fits 
event-driven systems in which the continuous dynamics are 
profound [27]. Conventional state driven controllers are 
designed with the main focus on the performance of the 
controlled process. Event driven control may be suitable for 
certain applications to balance between control performance 
and system efficiency. 
Previous research on microgrid control either focused on a 
particular case [29] or did not consider all possible 
scenarios/modes of operation [15]-[19]. Moreover, it was 
mostly focused on the stability aspects, i.e. finding controller 
parameters that would guarantee stable performance [30]-[33]. 
Some researches were focused mainly on decentralized 
communication-based control that requires high processing 
capabilities at each local controller and includes considerable 
complexity of analytical performance [34], [35]. Other 
researchers tried to improve the droop control method by 
integrating it with a low-bandwidth communication 
decentralized control scheme, which solves some of the 
inherent problems of the droop control successfully [36]. Their 
proposed controller achieves autonomous operation but does 
not help reach near-optimal performance. It requires low but 
constant communication bandwidth. Also, the work was 
introduced for two converters only; however, as the number of 
converters increases the complexity increases. The work in [37] 
proposed a novel approach to modify the conventional droop 
control (i.e. three level autonomous control scheme based on 
different voltage levels). However, the work did not discuss 
protection considerations regarding different voltage levels.  
It was observed in the literature that event and state driven 
controls received minimal attention. In this paper, a novel 
hybrid state/event driven autonomous communication-based 
controller for DC microgrids will be developed. The proposed 
control architecture is hierarchical and heuristic, such that the 
primary control layer is state driven; whereas, the secondary 
control layer is event driven. This design aims at balancing 
between MG control performance and other objectives, such as 
reducing processing load, communication load and overall 
system cost. A finite state machine (FSM) has been used to 
realize the proposed controller including the event driven 
control. The developed controller mainly aims at guaranteeing 
the survivability/resiliency and reliability of the MG during all 
possible operational scenarios. 
III.  HIERATICAL HYBRID STATE/EVENT DRIVEN CONTROL 
The topology of the DC microgrid under study in this paper 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of the followings: a 4.5 kW 
photovoltaic (PV) system connected to the DC bus through a 
DC/DC boost converter, a 1.4 kWh battery system integrated to 
the DC bus through a bidirectional DC/DC charger, a 
bidirectional AC/DC smart inverter tying the DC MG to the 
main grid. The voltage of the common DC bus in the MG is 300 
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Fig. 2. Event and state driven Communication based control hierarchy. 
 
Fig. 1. MG topology understudy. 
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three-phase 2 kW connected to the AC bus. The values of all 
the converter parameters can be found in the Appendix, Table 
A.I. Further details about the design of this microgrid can be 
found in [2], [38]. Two designs were studied, to show the 
impact of different designs on the control modes. In Design one 
(D1), a portion of the MG loads is connected to the AC bus, and 
another portion is connected to the DC bus, as shown in Fig. 1. 
In Design two (D2), the loads are all connected to the DC bus 
(these may include DC loads directly connected, or inverter-
interfaced AC loads). This will further be demonstrated in 
section IV. 
We will adopt a hierarchical control architecture as shown in 
Fig. 2. In the primary control layer, local controllers (LCs) of 
the various converters are state driven. Each LC continuously 
monitors some state variables that are required to maintain its 
assigned mode or operating point, as long as it has not received 
a new command from the secondary controller (i.e. the MGCC). 
DC and AC agents act as islanding relays whose functionality 
is to detect any violation, e.g. grid frequency drop, according to 
standards [39], [40]. Other relays within the MG protection 
system also report any fault to the MGCC. 
In the secondary control layer, an MGCC communicates 
with the LCs, islanding agents and protection relays. The 
operating modes are assigned to each LC by the MGCC. The 
secondary control layer between the MGCC and the LCs, 
islanding agents and protection relays is event driven, i.e. it 
does not require continuous communication with the LCs. The 
devised heuristic logic within the MGCC was conceived such 
that it takes an instant action only if a new event occurs. This 
reduces the overall communication bandwidth requirement. 
According to [36] if the high bandwidth communication (HBC) 
sampling frequency is fs, then the low bandwidth 
communication (LBC) sampling frequency is fs / N (i.e. the 
amount of data on the communication network is reduced to 1 / 
N in LBC), where N is the number of control periods. Based on 
this, in this paper, the communication bandwidth has been 
further reduced between the MGCC and the LCs. During 
operation, no communication happens unless an event occurs 
(i.e. an LC signal is sent to the MGCC only if a new event 
occurs). In other words, according to [27] if the total sampling 
time during the control process Ts = ∑ 𝑇𝑁𝑠
𝑁𝑠−1 
0 , where Ns is the 
number of samples sent through the communication network 
during the control process and 𝑇𝑁𝑠  is the sample time of one 
sample of Ns. Therefore, assuming all samples have the same 
duration then in HBC Ts is higher than that in LBC. However, 
in event driven control 𝑇𝑠|𝑒 = ∑ 𝑇𝑁𝑠
𝑚−1 
0 , where m is the number 
of events triggered during the control process. Since events do 
not occur constantly then 𝑇𝑠|𝑒 is considerably low compared to 
Ts in HBC and LBC, as will be shown in section VI, which 
reduces the communication bus load and the computational 
cycle. This paper introduces a framework for communication-
based microgrid control using finite state machine. Even though 
we chose to deploy a heuristic technique, mathematical based 
techniques can be also used. 
The tertiary control layer may share some functions with the 
secondary one. It typically refers to the control layer 
coordinating multiple microgrids. It is often considered a part 
Grid-Tied [M00] 
Energy Saving Mode 
Islanding Mode [M10] 
Emergency Mode [M20] 
Utility Mode [M30] 
[ⱤGrid == 0 &&  
 SAC == 0] 
[Ɽinv == 1] 
[ⱤGrid == 1]  
|| SAC == 1] 
[Ɽinv == 1] 
[Ɽinv == 0] 
  
Shut Down Mode [M40] 
[ⱤGrid == 1 && Ɽinv == 1 && 
ⱤBi == 1 && ⱤBo == 1] 
[ÇU == 1 && ⱤGrid == 0 && 
Ɽinv == 0 && ⱤBi == 0        
&& ⱤBo == 0] 
[ⱤGrid == 1 || SAC == 1] 
[Ɽinv == 1] 
  
[ÇU == 0 || ⱤGrid == 1 || Ɽinv == 1 || 
ⱤBi == 1 || ⱤBo == 1] 
[Ɽinv == 0 &&  
 SAC == 0] 
Fig. 3. Control logic/state flow chart of FSM of the core mode. 
[Ɽ
Bi
 == 1 && (Ɽ
Bo
 == 1 || 
(SDC == 1 && after (ts)))] 
[Ɽ
Grid
 == 1 && Ɽ
inv
 == 1 
&& Ɽ
Bi
 == 1 && Ɽ
Bo
 == 1] 
[Ɽ
inv
 ==1 && Ɽ
Bi
 == 1 &&      
(Ɽ
Bo
 == 1 || ((SDC == 1 || SAC == 1) 
&& after (ts)))] 
Energy Saving Mode [m00] 
- LCInv fixes DC bus voltage 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi is current controlled (Iref = 0) 
Charging Mode [m01] 
- LCInv fixes DC bus voltage 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi is current controlled 
 (Iref = maximum Ich ) 
 
Discharging Mode [m02] 
- LCInv fixes DC bus voltage 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi is current controlled 
  (Iref = maximum Idch ) 
 
[ĘP == 1 &&  
SOC == 1 &&  
ⱤBi == 1] 
[ĘP == 0 && SOC 
== 0 && ⱤBi == 0] 
[SOC == 0 || ⱤBi == 1] 
[SOC == 1 ||  
 ⱤBi == 1] 
Fig. 4. Control logic/state flow chart of FSM of the grid-tied/energy saving 
mode. 
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of the utility control center, or a third party, beyond an 
individual microgrid. This control layer is outside the scope of 
this paper. In the rest of the paper, “state driven control” will 
refer to the time driven control and each “mode” will describe 
the operational conditions of the microgrid. 
IV.  OPERATIONAL MODES AND TRANSITIONS  
The control scheme of the MGCC for the D1 configuration 
consists of a core layer, which encompasses five modes: (1) 
grid-tied (energy saving) mode (M00) that is assumed to be the 
initial mode; (2) islanding mode (M01); (3) emergency mode 
(M02); (4) utility mode (M03); and (5) shutdown mode (M04), as 
shown in Fig. 3. The MGCC has been designed to trigger only 
one transition at a time. The MGCC stores the last signaled 
event from the agents, relays, and LCs. The MGCC triggers a 
new transition based on the most recent event and the stored 
events. All triggering signals (ÇU, SAC, SDC, Ɽinv, ⱤGrid, ⱤBi, ⱤBo, 
SOC, ĘP, and Bod) are either one or zero, where “0” indicates 
normal operation and “1” indicates the opposite. For example, 
when ⱤGrid is “1,” this means that the circuit breaker (CB) is 
open at the PCC and the MG is islanded. When it is “0,” it 
indicates normal operation.  
A.  Core Mode 
Within this layer, transitions between the main modes take 
place. For instance, the initial mode is M00, if a grid outage 
happens and SSRGrid reports it (ⱤGrid = 1), or the AC agent 
signals AC voltage/frequency violation (SAC = 1), a transition to 
M10 will happen. However, if the SSRInv reports a fault (ⱤInv =1), 
a transition to M20 will occur. In case the utility sends a signal 
to take over the control of the MG (ÇU = 1), according to a 
predefined agreement, and all the MG resources are available, 
a transition to M30 will occur. If all the resources are not 
available at any given instant, a transition to M40 will happen. 
More transitions might happen among the other modes within 
this layer, subject to the triggering events, which can be 
observed in blue lines in Fig. 3. Each mode comprises some 
sub-modes that will be discussed herein. 
B.   Grid-tied/Energy Saving Mode 
M00 is the initial mode of the entire FSM. The objective of 
heuristic logic implemented in this mode is to maintain 
economic operation, by managing energy exchange with the 
main grid. Transitions within M00 are triggered by ĘP, ⱤBi and 
SOC of the battery. Starting from m00, the MGCC commands 
the LCInv to regulate the DC bus voltage, LCBo to perform 
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and LCBi to be neutral, 
i.e. current control with Iref = 0. If the energy price signal 
becomes low (ĘP = 1), the MGCC checks the last status of LCBi 
to confirm that the battery is not full (SOC = 1), and the SSRBi 
to assure no fault operation (ⱤBi = 0), then a transition to m01 
takes place. Within m01, the LCBi starts charging the battery 
system with I1c, to exploit the advantage of low energy price, 
while the LCInv and LCBo are still maintaining the same 
operation from m00. However, if the energy price signal is high 
(ĘP = 0), the SSRBi last report states that there is no fault 
operation (ⱤBi = 0), and the LCBi last signal reports that the 
Islanding Mode [m10] 
- LCInv fixes AC voltage & frequency 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|T1 
Contingency Mode [m11] 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi charging current = Pch / VDC, 
while maintaining DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|T2 
Critical Mode [m12] 
- LCInv fixes AC voltage & frequency 
- LCBi fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|T3 
Extreme Mode [m13] 
- LCInv fixes AC voltage & frequency 
- LCBo fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|T4 
[SOC == 1 && ⱤBo == 0] 
[(ⱤBo == 1 && ⱤBi == 0) || 
((SDC == 1 || SAC == 1) && 
after (ts))] 
[(ⱤBo == 0 && ⱤBi == 1) 
|| SOC == 1] 
[ⱤBi == 1] 
[ⱤBi == 0] 
[(ⱤBo == 1 && ⱤBi == 0) 
|| (Bod == 1  
&& after (ts))] 
 
[ⱤBi == 1] 
Downstream 
load shedding 
Emergency Mode [m20] 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|DC1 
Contingency Mode [m21] 
- LCBo is MPPT controlled 
- LCBi charging current = Pch / VDC, 
while maintaining DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|DC2  
Critical Mode [m22] 
- LCBi fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|DC3  
Extreme Mode [m23] 
- LCBo fixes DC bus voltage 
- Trigger LS|DC4 
[SOC == 1 && ⱤBo == 0] 
[(ⱤBo == 1 && ⱤBi == 0) || 
(SDC == 1 && after (ts))] 
[(ⱤBo == 0 && ⱤBi == 1) || 
SOC == 1] 
[ⱤBi == 1] [ⱤBi == 0] 
[(ⱤBo == 0 && ⱤBi == 1) || (Bod 
== 1 && after (ts))] 
 [ⱤBi == 1] 
Downstream 
load shedding 
Fig. 5. Control logic/state flow chart of FSM of the islanding mode. 
 
Fig. 6. Control logic/state flow chart of FSM of the emergency Mode. 
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battery has the capability to discharge (SOC = 0), a transition to 
m02 happens. In order to increase the economic savings during 
m02, LCBi starts discharging with I1c. The rest of transitions can 
be observed from Fig. 4. 
C.  Islanding Mode 
     M01 is either triggered when SSRGrid signals power outage 
(ⱤGrid = 1), or when the AC agent reports voltage/frequency 
deviations beyond the permissible limits (SAC = 1). M01 contains 
four sub-modes: (1) islanding (m10); (2) contingency (m11); (3) 
critical (m12); and (4) extreme (m13). Starting from the initial 
sub-mode m10, shown in Fig. 5, the MGCC triggers the first 
level of AC and DC load shedding, commands LCInv to 
maintain the AC bus voltage and frequency, LCBo to operate as 
MPPT, and LCBi to fix the DC bus voltage. If the SSRBi detects 
a fault where it is located, e.g. due to abnormal operation of the 
bidirectional converter or a fault, and reports it (ⱤBi = 1), a 
transition to m13 will happen. Within m13, LCBo maintains the 
DC bus voltage, and a maximum level of load shedding will be 
triggered, which means almost ~5-10% of the total load will be 
supplied. The type of load connected at this level of load 
shedding should be tolerable to some voltage variations, due to 
photovoltaic generation intermittency. If the DC or AC agents 
signal significant deviation during m13 (SDC = 1 or SAC = 1), a 
transition to M04 will take a place to protect the loads as shown 
in Fig. 3. Another example, starting from m10, if the LCBi 
signals battery depletion (SOC = 1), and LCBo was still 
available, according to the last report received from the SSRBo 
(ⱤBo = 0), a transition to m11 will occur. During this mode, a 
different level of load shedding will take place, such that a 
portion of the solar energy available is used to charge the 
batteries with a maximum of half I1c. The reason for charging 
the batteries is to maintain continuous operation of loads for as 
long as possible. The rest of the energy is utilized to supply the 
remaining loads. The amount of charging current, 0.5 I1c, was 
selected based on the amount of critical loads that needs to be 
supplied in this mode. This happens while LCBo is MPPT 
controlled, and LCBi still maintains the DC bus voltage. On the 
other hand, also starting from m10, if solar fluctuations occur 
while LCBi is maintaining the DC bus voltage, the battery 
system might exceed I1c to keep supplying the loads. If over 
discharging lasts for a time interval that is greater than the 
settling time of the nested PI of the LCBi (Bod = 1), or the SSRBo 
signals the tripping of the boost convert (ⱤBO = 1), then a 
transition to m12 will take place. The reason behind considering 
the settling time within the transition condition is to guarantee 
that the voltage oscillations resulting from the LCBi do not 
falsely trigger a new sub-mode. Nevertheless, more time could 
be added to this condition as a safety margin, to further assure 
that the transition is not due to temporary solar fluctuations. The 
rest of the transitions could be observed in Fig. 5.  
There are four levels of load shedding within M01 and M02 
modes. They are selected based on the emergency loads, the 
available resources at the instant of load shedding, and a margin 
of safety to account for solar intermittency. For instant, the first 
level: 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|1      =  𝑃𝐷 − (𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑠|𝐿𝑠𝑡1 − 𝑃𝑚)                                    (1) 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|1      =  𝑃𝐷𝐶1
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|1 + 𝑚10 ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|1                (2) 
𝑃𝐷𝐶1
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖,0
2
𝑖=1 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶1
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶1
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 0 
       (3) 
𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑠|𝐿𝑠𝑡1 = 𝑃𝑏 + 𝑃𝑃𝑉|𝐿𝑠𝑡1                                   (4) 
Where 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|1, 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|1 are based on predefined load priority. 
Pm is a factor that accounts for the uncertainty of solar power 
during islanding. A good estimation for Pm can be achieved if 
photovoltaic power production history at the MG location is 
available. The second level of load shedding takes place when 
the batteries are depleted. A portion of the PV power is utilized 
to charge the battery system. The second level of load shedding 
could be represented as follows: 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|2 ≤ 𝑃𝐷 − (𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡2 − 𝑃𝑐ℎ)                 (5) 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|2 = 𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|2 +𝑚11 ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|2              (6) 
𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖,1
2
𝑖=1 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 0 
      (7) 
Where Pch equals the remaining power available after 
supplying the important loads. 𝐿𝑆𝑇|2 depends on the priority of 
the remaining loads, and the time of the day, i.e. if it is close to 
sunset, Pch will be high, so that the batteries can maintain 
supporting some of the loads after sunset. The third level of load 
shedding occurs when the boost converter is tripped or it is 
sunset. Load shed is executed such that the connected loads 
power is equal to the power that the battery system can supply, 
therefore: 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|3  ≤ 𝑃𝐷 − 𝑃𝑏                         (8) 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|3 = 𝑃𝐷𝐶3
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|3 +𝑚12 ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|3              (9) 
𝑃𝐷𝐶3
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖,2
2
𝑖=1 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶2
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 0 
   (10) 
The last level of load shedding happens when the 
bidirectional converter is tripped and the boost converter is still 
available. At this level of load shedding, it is preferable to keep 
only a minimal portion of the load, which has the capability to 
handle a wide range of voltage variations to mitigate power 
fluctuations due to solar intermittency. 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|4  ≤ ~10 − 20% 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡4                     (11) 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|4 = 𝑃𝐷𝐶4
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|4 +𝑚13 ∗ 𝐿𝑆𝐴𝐶|4             (12) 
𝑃𝐷𝐶4
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖,2
2
𝑖=1 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶4
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶4
𝐿𝑆 (𝑚) = 0 
   (13) 
This logic has been prepared to have unidirectional 
downstream load shedding during M01 and M02 modes, i.e. no 
reconnection of loads happens unless normal operation is 
restored, to preserve the safety of the loads. 
D.  Emergency Mode 
M20 represents complete isolation between the AC and DC 
buses. The objective of this mode is to maintain a reliable 
supply of energy to the emergency loads connected to the DC 
bus for as long as possible. M20 contains the following sub-
modes: emergency (m20), contingency (m21), critical (m22), and 
extreme (m23). M20 is similar to the islanding mode M10, except 
for, it has only DC load shedding and a DC agent monitoring 
the DC bus, to report any violations of the DC bus voltage 
beyond the acceptable limits to the MGCC. The transition 
conditions can be observed from Fig. 6. Moreover, detailed 
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Tables A.II, A.III, A.IV and A.V in the Appendix, list all 
possible transitions in all modes. 
Observing Figs. 1, 5 and 6, Tables A.IV and A.V in the 
Appendix, and the above discussion, it can be concluded that 
within D2, the islanding mode will be canceled out and replaced 
by the emergency mode to island the MG. Since in D2, all the 
MG loads are located within the DC MG and connected to the 
DC bus, then the AC and DC sides will be completely isolated, 
in case SSRInv signals its circuit breaker to open due to a fault. 
Therefore, the islanding mode will not be required. 
E.  Utility and Shutdown Modes 
The goal of the utility mode M03, is for the utility to take 
control over the MG, e.g. to virtually aggregate multiple MGs 
on a feeder, or enhance the voltage level (of the distribution 
feeder) by asking microgrids to inject reactive power. As for the 
shutdown mode M04, its objective is to guarantee a shutdown in 
case all resources were disconnected or became unavailable at 
any given moment. Moreover, if the permissible limits of AC 
or DC voltage and/or frequency are violated during m13 or m23, 
a transition to M04 happens, in order not to jeopardize the safety 
of the loads. 
V.  FINITE STATE MACHINE ANALYSIS 
The design of the control scheme for the microgrid can be 
conceptualized in terms of a finite state machine (FSM). FSM 
is a mathematical model used to develop a logical process. It 
can be thought of as a machine with a finite number of 
operational conditions called states. The machine can only be 
in one state at a time and can transition to another state based 
on single or multiple events. Therefore, designing the control 
logic is a matter of defining the states and deciding on the events 
which cause the states to transition from the current state to the 
next. In our case, the machine and states are the MG and modes, 
respectively. 
In this section, correlations between the event-driven modes 
in the secondary layer and the conventional LCs PI time-driven 
control in the primary control layer will be developed using 
FSM. The FSM mathematical models for the DC MG primary 
and secondary control layers, including the state variables and 
events will be derived. For the DC MG shown in Fig. 1, each 
LC is maintaining its local mode, i.e. neutral, voltage or current 
control mode, by monitoring and controlling the state variables 
of its converter, e.g., the input and output currents. The local 
mode of each LC is being triggered by a command signal from 
the MGCC, based on triggering event/s, and the predefined 
logic (i.e. control scheme) implemented in the MGCC. Tables I 
and II show the state variables and events for the DC MG. 
The FSM for the DC MG control could be represented by 
the following variables (∑, M, m00, δ), where: 
 ∑: is a finite set of inputs to the MGCC, which are the events 
in Table. II. 
 M: is a finite, non-empty set of modes, M comprises all 
mode sets:  
- M00 (Grid-tied/Energy saving l mode) = {m00, m01, m02}, 
such that ∀m0j (m0j∈ M00 → m0j ∈ M) where j = 0, 1, 2. 
- M10 (Islanding mode) = {m10, m11, m12, m13}, such that 
∀m1j (m1j∈ M10 → m1j ∈ M) where j = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
- M20 (Emergency mode) = {m20, m21, m22, m23}, such that 
∀m2j (m2j∈ M20 → m2j ∈ M) where j = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
- M30 (Utility mode) = {m30}, such that m30 ∈ M. 
- M40 (Shutdown mode) = {m40}, such that m40 ∈ M. 
Therefore M = {M00, M01, M02, M03, M04}, which was 
explained in section IV. 
 m00: is the initial mode of the state machine, m00 ∈ M. 
 δ: is the mode transition function, δ: M × ∑ → M, it is 
described in details in the Appendix. 
The FSM implementation between the LCs and the MGCC, 
will be described for each LC as follows: 
A.  DC/DC Bidirectional Converter Local Controller 
The bidirectional converter local controller (LCBi) can 
operate in a neutral, voltage, or current control mode. For 
current control mode, two PI controllers were implemented to 
achieve a desired current reference, for the charging and 
discharging modes as shown in Fig. 7(b). As for the voltage 
control, a nested PI was implemented as shown in Fig. 7(a).  
The values of Kp and Ki for both controllers are shown in the 
Appendix, Table A.VI. The transfer function for the LCBi, using 
the FSM could be derived as follows: 
The transfer function for the charging current control is: 











∗ )                     (14) 
The transfer function for the discharging current control is: 
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TABLE I 
STATE VARIABLES OF THE LCs 




















va, vb, vc 
ia, ib, ic 
 
TABLE II 
EVENTS AND COMMANDS COMMUNICATED WITH THE MGCC 
Agent/LC/ SSR Event Triggering variable 
Bidirectional 
converter 
Battery depleted SOC 




va, vb, vc, f 
DC Agent DC voltage deviations VDC  
Inverter SSR Inverter is tripped Ɽinv 
Boost SSR Boost converter is tripped ⱤBo 
Bidirectional SSR 
Bidirectional converter is 
tripped 
ⱤBi 
Grid SSR Blackout ⱤGrid 
Utility High/Low energy price ĘP 
MGCC 
DC load shedding command Dependent on the 
present mode AC load shedding command 
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 In the nested PI controller, the outer loop yields the reference 
for the inner loop. Therefore, by substituting (16) in (14) and 
(15), the nested PI controller transfer function, for maintaining 























)  𝑉𝐷𝐶 > 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
 
                                                                                   (17)
 
𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) ∗  (
𝐾𝑝5







)  𝑉𝐷𝐶 < 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
 






1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) = 0 
2
𝑗=0
  (18) 
And from (14) and (15), the PI transfer function for 





















∗ )  )   𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 >  0
 










∗ )) 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≤  0
 
Where a single current reference is used. Depending on the 
sign of the reference current, the LCBi switches between 
charging and discharging modes. 
From Fig. 4: 
𝑃𝑖1
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) = 𝑚01 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖1
𝑏𝑖(𝑚)   = 1 
0   (∀𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖1
𝑏𝑖(𝑚)   = 0 
             (20) 
𝑃𝑖2
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) =∑𝑚0,2𝑖 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖2
𝑏𝑖(𝑚)  = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖2
𝑏𝑖(𝑚) = 0 
1
𝑖=0
      (21) 
Therefore, from (17) and (19), the complete transfer function 
with FSM of the bidirectional local control is: 
𝐺𝑇
𝑏𝑖(𝑠) =  𝐺𝑣
𝑏𝑖(𝑠) + 𝐺𝑖
𝑏𝑖(𝑠)                        (22)  
It can be noticed from (14) through (22), that the state 
variables of the LCBi to maintain its various modes are the 
input/output currents and the output voltage of the bidirectional 
converter. Moreover, it can be seen that the set of event-driven 
modes, {m20, m22, m10, m12, m21, m11, m01, m02} ⊆ M, 
commanded by the MGCC will have a direct impact on the 
operation of the LCBi. 
B.  Boost Converter Local Controller 
The boost converter local controller (LCBo) could function 
either as MPPT or voltage regulator, as shown in Fig. 8. The 
values for Kp and Ki are shown in the Appendix, Table A.VI. 
The transfer function for the LCBo can be derived similarly as 


















𝑏𝑜(𝑆)             (24) 








1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖
𝑏𝑜(𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑖







1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑜(𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑣
𝑏𝑜(𝑚) = 0 
       (26) 
For the LCBo, the state variables are the voltage and current 
of the solar panel, and the output voltage of the boost converter 
as shown in Table I. The modes that trigger the MPPT are {m00, 
m01, m02, m10, m11, m12, m20, m21, m22} ⊆ M, and those that 
trigger voltage control are {m13, m23} ⊆ M. 
C.  Inverter Local Controller 
 The inverter local controller (LCInv) is considered the 
primary responsible when it comes to maintaining the DC bus 
voltage, as shown in Fig. 9. vabc is measured from the utility grid 
side to acquire the voltage, phase and frequency using a phase 
locked loop (PLL) to enable synchronization with the main 
grid. The inverter output currents in the abc frame of references 
are converted to dq0 frame of references, and regulated through 
PI controllers. Then, the reference dq voltages, after 
Fig. 7. Bidirectional converter local controller: a) voltage control mode, b) 
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Fig. 9. Inverter local controller to maintain the DC bus voltage. 
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decoupling, are used to generate the modulation signals. Id is 




∗ ), to maintain DC bus voltage. If a grid outage occurs, the 
microgrid islands itself, and the LCInv receives a signal from the 
MGCC to maintain the AC bus voltage and frequency, as long 
as the inverter is still connected to the DC bus (i.e. not tripped). 
In this mode, the LCInv compares the RMS value of the phase 
voltage of the AC load with an arbitrary 120 V, 60 Hz sine wave 
reference signal through a PI controller to create the modulation 
signal. This modulation signal is then compared with a saw-
tooth signal, to generate the pulses for the IGBTs of the inverter. 
Moreover, The LCInv could operate in a current control mode, 
if an 𝐼𝐷
𝑟𝑒𝑓
replaces the outer voltage PI loop, as shown in Fig. 9. 
LCInv may operate with current control in case the utility takes 
control over the MG. The values of Kp and Ki for the LCInv 
various modes, are shown in the Appendix, Table A.VI. 
The transfer function for the inverter AC voltage controller 

















)              (27) 
From Fig. 5: 
 
𝑃𝑎𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚1,𝑗
3
𝑗=0 = {
1 (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑎𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚)  = 1 
0  (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝑎𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) = 0 
   (28) 
The transfer function for the Inverter DC voltage controller, 















∗ )         (29) 
The nested PI controller transfer function, for maintaining the 
















)            (30) 
From Fig. 4: 
𝑃𝐷𝐶
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) = ∑ 𝑚0,𝑗
2
𝑗=0 = {
1   (∃𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) = 1 
0   (∀ 𝑚𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑀)𝑃𝐷𝐶
𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑚) = 0 
   (31)  
 Also, the transfer function for the inverter current controller, 






























∗))    (33)  
Since it takes place during utility mode M03, then: 
𝑃𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑣(m) = m30  = {
1   (∃mi,j ∈ M)m30 = 1 
0   (∀mi,j ∈ M)m30 = 0 
                (34) 







𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑆)           (35) 
The inverter state variables are the three-phase voltages of 
the grid, the three-phase output currents of the inverter, the 
phase and the frequency of the grid and the DC bus voltage. DC 
or AC voltage control for the LCInv will be activated in modes: 
{m00, m01, m02, m10, m11, m12, m13} ⊆ M, while current control 
may only be activated in the utility mode, m30 ∈ M. 
If the microgrid configuration is D2, all P(m) functions will 
be altered, such that, the islanding layer M10 and its modes 
would be removed {m10, m11, m12, m13}. The reason is that the 
emergency and islanding modes will be the same in D1, as 
explained in section IV. 
VI.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed communication-based controller has been 
verified through various case studies. Selected cases, involving 
a series of transitions between modes/sub-modes, will be 
presented and discussed. Each case is presented by a set of four 
subplots. Each subplot has five segments, each segment reflects 
a new event or a set of events taking place. Subplot (a) of each 
figure presents DC currents for the inverter, boost converter, 
bidirectional converter, and DC load. Subplots (b), (c) and (d), 
depict the DC bus voltage, three phase AC currents from the 
inverter to the grid, and three phase AC voltages, respectively. 
All cases start with the assumed initial mode M00, where LCInv 
is maintaining the DC bus voltage, LCBo operates as MPPT and 
LCBi is in a neutral state. A sampling frequency of 60 kHz was 
used (i.e. 𝑇𝑁𝑠 =
1
60,000
 𝑠𝑒𝑐). It will be noticed that a maximum 
of six events occurred in one of the following cases during 3.5 
seconds time interval. During each event, only one to three LCs 
are communicating with the MGCC, depending on the type of 
event. Therefore, during operation: 𝑇𝑠|𝑒 =
6
60,000
 * No. of the 
LCs communicating with the MGGC, which is considerably 
low compared to Ts in HBC and LBC that require constant 
communication signaling (i.e. constant back and forth 
communication) between all the LCs and the MGCC. This 
reduces the communication load and computational cycles 
significantly and consequently save energy. 
A.  Case I  
This case demonstrates the control of the MGCC for D1 
configuration of the DC MG in case of islanding. It shows the 
impact of solar intermittency on the transition between modes 
of operations, among other events. Segment (1) displays the 
transition from m00 to m10, due to a blackout being signaled by 
SSRGrid (ⱤGrid = 1). The first level of load shedding is triggered 
by the MGCC, reducing the AC and DC load currents as shown 
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(c), governed by (1). In addition, it can be 
observed that the inverter DC and AC currents changed their 
direction, (i.e. the grid was supplying the loads before the 
blackout). The inverter DC current becomes negative, also, the 
AC current magnitude decreases (i.e. load shedding was 
executed) as shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(c), i.e. sending 
current/power to the AC loads instead of the grid. During m10, 
the MGCC commands the inverter LC to maintain 120 V RMS 
AC bus voltage at 60 Hz, LCBi to maintain the DC bus voltage 
to 300 V, and LCBo to maintain operation with MPPT control, 
as derived in (22), (24) and (35). It can be noticed from Fig. 
10(d) that the AC voltage started to be slightly distorted with 
ripples, due to the absence of the main grid. During segment 
(2), the solar intermittency caused the batteries to over 
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discharge beyond 5 A (i.e. I1c). The over discharging lasted for 
a time interval that is greater than the settling time of the nested 
PI of the LCBi (200 msec.). Consequently, Bod becomes one, 
signaled by LCBi, which triggers the transition to the critical 
sub-mode m12. Within m12, another level of AC and DC load 
shedding is introduced, which can be seen from the AC and DC 
load currents in Figs. 10(a) and 10(c), respectively, governed 
by (5). The LCs maintain the same duties in m12 as in m10. 
During segments (3) and (4), the mode of operation is m12. The 
boost converter is tripped in segment (3) and reconnected 
during segment (4). The LCBi reacted to maintain the DC bus 
voltage, i.e. discharged when the boost converter was tripped, 
and charged when it was reconnected. Throughout segments (3) 
and (4), the loads were not affected because during this mode, 
the load shedding is governed by (3), which is only a function 
of the battery power as discussed in section V. Segment (5) 
represents the tripping of the bidirectional converter, triggering 
the extreme mode m13. This leads to the maximum load 
shedding, while the LCBo switches to voltage control, as derived 
in (24). It can be observed from Figs. 10(b) and 10(d) that the 
DC and AC bus voltages during all events were maintained 
within acceptable limits when using the proposed FSM logic to 
maneuver various critical scenarios. 
B.  Case II 
Case II shows the operation of the MGCC for D2 during 
emergency mode M20, showing the battery depletion impact on 
the performance of the MGCC, among other events. Segment 
(1) represents a transition from m00 to m20 due to a power outage 
from the grid side, signaled by SSRInv (ⱤInv = 1). The AC 
currents and voltages dropped to zero as shown in Figs. 11(c) 
and 11(d) respectively. Since all loads are connected to the DC 
bus in this configuration, the MG will be islanded utilizing the 
emergency mode instead of the islanding mode as discussed 
earlier. During m20, the MGCC triggers the first level of DC 
load shedding, which can be observed from the DC load current 
in Fig. 11(a) and governed by (1) and (2). LCBi is commanded 
to maintain the DC bus voltage to 300 V and LCBo to maintain 
MPPT, which can be expressed by (22) and (24). During 
segment (2), LCBi signals battery system depletion (SOC = 1); 
and since the SSRBo did not report any fault within the boost 
converter zone of protection (ⱤBo = 0), a transition from m20 to 
m21 occurs. In m21, the MGCC triggers 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|2 such that the 
battery system charges with 50% of I1c (~2-3 A), while LCBi is 
still controlling the voltage, and LCBo operates with MPPT. At 
segment (3), the SSRBo signals the boost converter tripping (ⱤBo 
= 1). The MGCC confirms that the bidirectional converter is not 
tripped, since the SSRBi did not report any fault operation (ⱤBi 
= 0), leading to a transition from m21 to m22. The MGCC trigger 
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|3 in m22, which can be seen in Fig. 11(a), where the load 
current reduces to be exactly equal to the bidirectional converter 
output current I1c. The LCBi keeps carrying out the same task in 
Fig. 10. Case I shows the operation of the MGCC for D1, during islanding 
mode. 
 
Fig. 11. Case II shows the operation of the MGCC for D2, during emergency 
mode. 
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m22 as in m12 maintaining the DC bus voltage. During segment 
(4), a reconnection for the boost converter was established. The 
battery receives the extra current/power as shown in Fig. 11(a). 
No load is allowed to reconnect during segment (4) to avoid 
excessive load shedding and reconnection to preserve load 
safety. Finally, segment (5) represents tripping of the 
bidirectional converter (ⱤBi = 1), leading to transition to m24. 
The MGCC executes the maximum DC load shedding 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|4, 
while LCBo switches to voltage control, as derived in (24). 
Moreover, it can be noticed from Fig. 11(a) that the DC load 
current dropped to 20% of 𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡4, and became exactly equal 
to the boost converter output current. Fig. 11(b) shows that the 
DC bus voltage was maintained to 300 V during all modes. 
C.  Case III  
    Case III illustrates the operation of the MGCC in D1, during 
the grid-tied/energy saving mode M00. During segment (1), a 
signal is sent by the utility to the MGCC, informing it that the 
energy price is low (ĘP = 1). The MGCC checks the last SOC 
of the battery system through the latest signal received from the 
LCBi confirming it is not full (SOC = 1), and the last status of 
SSRBi assuring normal operation (ⱤBi = 0), which leads the 
MGCC to trigger the m01 sub-mode. Within m01, each converter 
LC maintains the same task, except for LCBi, which initiates 
maximum charging (Iref = I1c), using current control as derived 
in (19). It can be noticed during segment (1) in Fig. 12(a) that 
the bidirectional converter current becomes -5 A, i.e. charging 
with Iref = 5 A; therefore, the inverter DC current increases to 5 
amps to maintain the DC bus voltage to 300 V as shown in Fig. 
12(b). Moreover, the AC current increases as well from the grid 
to the DC MG through the inverter, and becomes 180o phase 
shifted from the voltage as shown in Fig. 12(d). For the period 
of segment (2), LCBi signals that the battery system is fully 
charged (SOC = 0), then m00 is retained by the MGCC. The 
bidirectional converter output current drops to zero and that of 
the inverter as well, maintaining the DC bus voltage as shown 
in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), since the DC MG can self-sustain its 
DC loads at that instant. Throughout segment (3), the mode of 
operation is m00, solar fluctuations (e.g. a passing cloud) caused 
the boost converter output current to decrease gradually. The 
inverter DC/AC currents increase in order to maintain the DC 
bus voltage, which can be noticed in Figs. 12(a), 12(b) and 
12(c), respectively. During segment (4), the solar irradiance 
goes back to the same value as in segment (1) and the boost 
converter output current as well, which can be shown in Fig. 
12(a). The inverter DC/AC current drops to almost zero, 
maintaining the DC bus voltage, as shown in Figs. 12(b) and 
12(c), respectively. During the last segment, the utility signals 
high-energy price to the MGCC (ĘP = 0). The MGCC confirms 
the availability of the bidirectional converter (ⱤBi = 0), a 
transition from m00 to m02 takes place. Through m02, LCBi 
switches to discharge, governed by (19), and starts the rated 
Fig. 12. Case III shows the operation of the MGCC for D1, during grid-
tied/energy saving mode. 
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discharging current (Id = I1c) with 5 A. The inverter DC current 
drops to -5 A to maintain the DC bus voltage to 300 V, i.e. 
sending 5 A to the grid, and the AC current/voltage become in 
phase, as shown in Figs. 12(a), 12(b) and 12(d), respectively. 
D.  Case IV 
Case IV represents a transition between grid-tied and 
islanding modes, followed by a transition to the emergency 
mode and its sub-modes. In segment (1), a power outage 
happens (ⱤGrid = 1), triggering a transition from m00 to m10, same 
as the earlier cases. During segment (2), the LCBi signals that 
the battery system is depleted (SOC = 1), and since the last 
status of the SSRBo was no fault (ⱤBo = 0), a transition from m10 
to m11 takes place. Similar to segment (2) in case II, the second 
level of load shedding is triggered by the MGCC, except that 
𝐿𝑆𝑇|2 is executed instead of only 𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐶|2. The load shedding 
takes place such that the battery system charges with 50% of I1c 
(~2-3 A). In m11, LCBi regulates the DC bus voltage, LCInv 
maintains the AC bus voltage and frequency, and LCBo operates 
with MPPT. The bidirectional current becomes negative, 
receiving the extra current to maintain the DC bus voltage as 
shown in Fig. 13(a). The DC and AC load currents decreased 
due to load shedding execution as seen in Figs. 13(a) and 13(c). 
At the time 2 s, between segments (2) and (3), the SSRInv senses 
a fault and signals (ⱤInv = 1), isolating the AC loads and the 
inverter from the DC MG. 
This leads to a transition from m11 to m20. The DC load stays 
the same, i.e. no reconnection, as can be seen in Fig. 13(a). The 
AC current dropped to zero, as shown in Fig. 13(c). Moreover, 
the DC current from the inverter to the AC load dropped to zero. 
The excess current is utilized for charging the battery system, 
since the bidirectional converter is regulating the DC bus 
voltage, which can be observed in Fig. 13(a). During segment 
(3), SSRBo signals the tripping of the boost converter (ⱤBo = 1), 
and since the last status of SSRBi was available (ⱤBi = 0), a 
transition from m21 to m22 occurs. Throughout m22, the MGCC 
commands the LCBi to regulate the DC bus voltage, which can 
be seen in Fig. 13(a), where the boost converter output current 
drops to zero, and the DC load current coincides with the 
bidirectional converter output current. In segment (4), SSRBo 
signals that the fault has been cleared and the boost converter is 
ready to be reconnected (ⱤBo = 0). Once the boost converter was 
reconnected, no load reconnection happens, because of the 
downstream load shedding condition discussed earlier. The 
bidirectional converter takes the extra current to charge the 
battery system, maintaining the DC bus voltage to 300 V, which 
can be seen in Fig. 13(a). During the last segment, SSRBi signals 
the tripping of the bidirectional converter (ⱤBi = 0), and the last 
status of the boost converter from segment (4) was available 
(ⱤBo = 0), a transition from m22 to m23 takes place. Within m23, 
the MGCC triggers the maximum level of DC load shedding, 
and the boost converter regulates the DC bus voltage. This can 
be observed in Fig. 13(a). The bidirectional converter output 
current drops to zero once tripped as shown in Fig. 13(a). The 
DC load current drops to (~10-20% of 𝑃𝑝𝑣|𝐿𝑠𝑡4) and becomes 
equal to the boost converter output current, which regulates the 
DC bus voltage as shown in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b). 
VII.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a communication-based hierarchical heuristic 
hybrid state/event control scheme for DC microgrids was 
developed and verified. A mathematical model that is based on 
Finite State Machine was developed to realize the proposed 
control scheme, and analytically relate state variables and 
triggering events, during all conceived modes of operation. To 
reduce communication network requirement, a hierarchical 
hybrid design was adopted. Primary controllers are state driven 
and require continuous communication. This does not impose 
challenging communication requirements since primary 
controllers (or local controllers) are typically collocated with 
their corresponding converters. Secondary control is event 
driven; therefore, communication is only needed when a new 
event takes place.  
Several cases were studied to examine the validity and 
applicability of the proposed control scheme with reduced 
communication load and computational cycles. Results show 
that the proposed scheme can preserve reliable/stable and 
resilient microgrid operation throughout various severe 
scenarios. Since DC microgrid stability is highly related to that 
of its DC bus voltage. During all possible scenarios and 
transition, the DC bus voltage was maintained constant while 
supplying the required loads. It was shown that the proposed 
state/event control scheme reduces the communication load and 
computational processing, which may lead to increased 
dependence on communication within modern microgrid 
controls. Consequently, the proposed control scheme can 
potentially lead to near-optimal operation, and enhanced power 
quality and protection system functionalities of the MG. 
VIII.  APPENDIX 
  Tables A.II, A.III, A.IV, and A.V show a list of the operational 
modes/sub-modes, and the transitions between them. It should 
be noted that the shaded cells indicate that an “or” operator has 
been applied in the logic. Tables A.I and A.VI show the values 
of the inductors and capacitors of the DC microgrid converters 







INDUCTANCES AND CAPACITANCE OF THE CONVERTERS UTILIZED IN 
THE DC MG 
Converter Component Value 
Bidirectional 
converter 
LBD1 4.5 mH, 0.25 Ohms 
LBD2 8 mH, 1 Ohms 
CBD1 890 μF 
CBD2 1200 μF 
Boost converter 
LB1 4.5 mH, 0.25 Ohms 
LB2 8 mH, 1 Ohms 
CB1 1200 μF 
CB2 1200 μF 
 
Inverter 
LDC 19m H, 1.4 Ohms 
CDC 1488 μF 
LAC 3-phase each (19 mH, 1 Ohms) 
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TRANSITIONS BETWEEN OPERATIONAL SUB-MODES WITHIN THE GRID-TIED/ENERGY SAVING MODE 
Event 
0: Off state 1: On state  
Transition  
Transition Drive 
ĘP ⱤBi SOC Current Mode Next Mode 
1 0 1 
Energy Saving 
Charging 
Energy price is low, bidirectional converter is available, and batteries are 
not fully charged 
0 0 0 discharging 
Energy price is high, bidirectional converter is available, and batteries 
are fully/near full charged 
- 1 0 
Charging 
Energy Saving Bidirectional is tripped or batteries are fully charged 
- - - discharging N/A 
- 1 1 
discharging 
Energy Saving Bidirectional is tripped or batteries are not fully charged 
- - - Charging N/A 
 
TABLE A.III  
TRANSITIONS BETWEEN OPERATIONAL MODES WITHIN THE CORE MODE 
Events 
0: Off state 1: On state  
Transition 
                             Transition drive 





1 - - - - 1 - 
Grid-Tie  
Islanded Blackout or disturbance of utility AC power occurred 
- 1 - - - - - Emergency Inverter is tripped 
0 0 0 0 - - 1 Utility Utility request control while all resources operational 
1 1 1 1 - - - Shut Down Absence of all resources 
0 - - - - 0 - 
Islanded 
Grid-Tie Fault is cleared and resynchronization is ready 
- 1 - - - - - Emergency Inverter is tripped 
- - - - - - - Utility N/A 
1 1 1 1 0 0 - Shut Down 
Absence of all resources or AC/DC violations beyond 
permissible limits occurred 
- 0 - - - 0 - 
Emergency 
Grid-Tie 
Inverter/AC-DC link is restored and reconnection condition 
is satisfied 
- 0 - - - - - Islanded Inverter/AC-DC link is restored 
- - - - - - - Utility N/A 
1 - 1 1 - - - Shut Down 
Absence of all resources or DC violations beyond 
permissible limits occurred 
1 1 1 1 - - 0 
Utility 
Grid-Tie 
Utility stops controlling the DC MG or any of the 
resources/converters is tripped 
1 - - - - 1 - Islanded Blackout or disturbance of Utility AC power occurred  
- 1 - - - - - Emergency Inverter is tripped 
1 1 1 1 - - - Shut Down Absence of all resources  
- - - - - - - 
Shut Down 
Grid-Tie N/A 
- - - - - - - Islanded N/A 
- - - - - - - Emergency N/A 




TRANSITIONS BETWEEN OPERATIONAL SUB-MODES WITHIN THE EMERGENCY MODE 
Event 








0 - 1 - - 
Emergency 
Contingency Batteries are depleted and boost converter is available  
1 0 - - 1 Critical 
(Boost converter is tripped and bidirectional converter is 
available) or (over discharge last beyond ts) 
- 1 - - - Extreme Bidirectional converter is tripped 
- - - - - 
Contingency 
Emergency N/A 
1 0 - 1 - Critical 
(Boost converter is tripped and bidirectional converter is 
available) or (DC bus voltage deviation last beyond ts) 
- 0 - - - Extreme Bidirectional converter is tripped 
- - - - - 
Critical 
Emergency N/A 
- - - - - Contingency N/A 
0 1 1 - - Extreme 
(Boost converter is tripped and bidirectional converter is 
available) or (batteries are depleted) 
0 - - - - 
Extreme 
Emergency Bidirectional converter is available  
- - - - - Contingency N/A 
- - - - - Critical N/A 
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The controllers were mainly tuned using the signal 
constraint tool from Matlab/Simulink, along with some trial and 
error considering the gain and phase margins of the system.  
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